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National Education Media Policy Road Map 2010 – 2019
The 10 Year Road Map illustrates ten years of National Education Media Policy (NEMP)
events key indicators and targets to implement the principles and agendas of the National
Education Plan and Universal Basic Education Plan. The National Education Media Policy
Strategic Plan (NEMP-SP) provides strategies that ensure the 10 year Road Map is
implemented and sustained.

The NEMP Road Map shows key indicators, targets and events of the major activities of the
NEMP. The main vision and mission of NEMP is accessing various levels of education
through the use of TV, Radio and Internet.

The vision for NEMP is for all students and teachers to have access to education through
quality Educational ICT Programs. To achieve this vision NEMP states that the following be
done.

•

Establish an effective management system for the Education Media Program.

•

Make education services available as widely as possible through the Educational ICT
Program and ICT in collaboration with stakeholders, communities and partners.

•

Ensure provision for capacity building for Educational Media Program

•

Develop and produce sufficient quality educational ICT Programs.

The achievements of the key indicators, the targets and the events are illustrated in
percentages and as time framed/ as scheduled
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National Education Media Policy Strategic Plan 2010 - 2019

1. Introduction
Improving access and quality of teaching and learning requires effective strategies. The
National Education Plan 2005-2014 and the MTDS supports this direction.
Lessons learnt and experiences from the Enhancing Quality in Teaching through TV
(EQUITV) need to be expanded throughout the country.
The National Education Media Policy (NEMP) directs the expansion of the use of the
Education Media and ICT program throughout the country. The NEMP ensures that this
expansion is implemented strategically.
It is for this purpose that “The National Education Media Policy Strategic Plan (SP)” is
produced. The NEMP-SP provides guidance and strategy on how to implement and
sustain the National Education Media Policy.
The importance factors of the NEMP-SP are;
•
Management System
•
Capacity Development
•
Design and Develop Educational ICT Programs
•
Delivery and Access of Educational ICT Programs
•
Use of ICT in Education
•
Production and Archiving
•
Advocacy and Awareness
•
Relationships with Media and ICT Providers
•
DoE Broadcasting System
•
Monitoring and Evaluation
The NEMP-SP incorporates lessons and experiences learnt during the EQUITV
projects implementation phase.
NEMP-SP helps stakeholders to understand their roles and responsibilities and sets out
the implementation framework, processes, procedures and management towards the
implementation of NEMP.
The NEMP-SP provides strategies on enhancing teaching and learning, improve
enrolment and retention, strengthen management capacity and increase accessibility to
education ICT program. It also promotes ownership, sustainability, harmonization and
networking among key stakeholders in the effective implementation and management
of DoE policies.
The NEMP-SP emphasizes the importance of collaboration and networking, sharing of
information, resources & experiences and facilities.
The target audience for this plan applies to all key stakeholders of the National
Education System.
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2. Framework of the NEMP Strategic Plan
The NEMP Framework is a conceptual structure, systems and mechanisms that guide
and direct the implementation of the Education Media Programs. The NEMP-SP
outlines the 10 factors that will have specific framework as outlined below.
1.

Management System - NEMP Management Framework

2.

Capacity Development - NEMP Capacity Development Framework

3.

Design and Develop Educational ICT Programs - Educational ICT Programs
Development Framework
4. Delivery and Access of Educational ICT Programs - Educational ICT
Programs Transmission & Delivery System Framework, Educational ICT,
Programs Receiving System Framework , Delivery & Access Expansion
Framework, School Support Framework
5. Use of ICT in Education - Use of ICT In Education Framework, NEMP
Teacher Training Framework
6. Production and Archiving - Production & Archiving Management of
Framework, Educational ICT Program Facility & Equipment Expansion
Framework, Educational ICT Materials Archiving Framework
7. Advocacy and Awareness - Advocacy & Awareness Framework
8. Relationships with Media and ICT Providers - ICT & Media Network Framework
9.
DoE Broadcasting System - Educational ICT Programs Broadcast Framework
10. Monitoring and Evaluation - NEMP Monitoring & Evaluation Framework
2-1 The Key Factors of NEMP Strategic Plan Framework
This framework is fundamental to the effective implementation of the Education Media
programs. The specific factors will be elaborated in the NEMP-SP.
Framework
1. NEMP Management Framework

Sub Framework / System
Management Framework
M&E Framework
Financial & Budget Framework
Share Responsibility Framework
Delivery & Access Expansion Framework
NEMP Institutional CD Framework
NEMP Organization CD Framework
NEMP Individual CD Framework
ICT Network with ICT Institutes System
Resource Material Development
Mechanism & System
ICT & Media staff expansion Framework
ICT & Media staff upgrading Condition
Framework
ICT & Media personnel Training
Framework

2. NEMP Capacity Development
Framework
3. Educational ICT Programs
Development Framework

4. Delivery & Access of Educational ICT
Programs Framework
a. Educational ICT Programs
Transmission & Delivery Framework

Procurement & Installation Mechanism
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b. Educational ICT Programs Receiving
System Framework
c. Delivery & Access Expansion
Framework
d. School Support Framework
5. Promote The Use of ICT In Education
Framework
a. Use of ICT In Education Framework
b. NEMP Teacher Training Framework
6. Production & Archiving Framework
a. Production & Archiving Management of
Framework
b. Educational ICT Program Facility &
Equipment Expansion Framework
c. Educational ICT Materials Archiving
Framework
7. Advocacy & Awareness Framework

Shared Responsibility System
Maintenance & Sustainability Framework
Emphasize Appropriate Use of
Educational ICT Programs in the
Classrooms & all levels of education
Use of ICT awareness Framework

Awareness System on Doe Policies &
Plans
Awareness System for Community
Participation
Monitoring & Evaluation of Awareness
Activities

8. ICT & Media Network Framework
9. Educational ICT Programs Broadcast
Framework
10 .NEMP Monitoring & Evaluation
Framework

2-2. The NEMP Strategic Plan Framework Direction
a. Management System
The NEMP Management Framework:
•

•
•

•

Calls for establishment in all levels of the NEMP management and
implementation committees to be in line with the existing committees and
boards.
Insists that specific processes and systems for management, planning,
implementation, monitoring & evaluation of all activities be put in place.
Emphasize an awareness mechanism, advocates ownership, partnership and
coordination and collaboration among stakeholders and development
partners to ensure there is a degree of sustainability created.
Establish an effective and efficient DoE Media management system for the
implementation of all education media plans, programs and activities to
ensure ownership, harmony and sustainability across all sectors.

b. Capacity Development
NEMP Capacity Development Framework calls for;
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•

•
•
•

Putting in place an Institutional framework that supports the effective
implementation of the Education Media Program throughout the education
system.
Setting up organization system and mechanism for Education Media
Identification and designing of appropriate training for Education Media
Personnel at all levels.
Upgrading of qualifications for Education Media Personnel.

c. Develop Educational ICT Programs
Within the Educational ICT Program Development Framework, the Educational ICT
Program being one of the crucial modes of teaching and learning need to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a network with other ICT institutions or organizations
Create a process and mechanism for the development of relevant Educational
ICT programs at all levels
Establish an ICT communication system on access of educational materials
or information and feedback
Strengthen the review process on educational ICT programs through
monitoring and evaluation
Increase and maintain quality personnel
Provide appropriate training on specific areas on a regular basis.

d. Delivery and Access of Educational ICT Programs
Delivery and Access of Educational ICT Programs Framework is fundamental to the
success of quality education system, therefore NEMP SP is task to;
•
•
•
•
•

Design and establish delivery and access system of educational ICT
programs.
Establish an acquisition and installation system or mechanism of ICT facilities
and equipment.
Establish Schools support systems
Expand the delivery and access of Educational ICT Program
Establish a shared responsibility mechanism to implement the acquisition and
installation of ICT facilities and equipment.

e. Use of ICT in Education
Use of ICT in Education Framework, NEMP Teacher Training Framework therefore
there is a need to;
•
•
•
•

Identify and design the appropriate use of ICT in education
Establish training systems on the use of the Educational ICT programs
Create awareness on the use of ICT
Establish a monitoring and evaluation system on the utilization of Educational
ICT programs.

f. Production and Archiving
Production & Archiving Management of Framework, Educational ICT Program
Facility & Equipment Expansion Framework, Educational ICT Materials Archiving
Framework
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Production and Archiving framework is a necessary component of the Education
Media Program, and therefore will;
•
Establish an effective management system of production and archiving
•
Establish an effective management system and appropriate equipment and
facilities for production and archiving
•
Set up a system for procurement, maintenance, upgrading and expansion for
production and archiving.
•
Provide appropriate training on production and archiving mechanisms.
g. Advocacy and Awareness Framework
Advocacy and awareness plays an important function in the understanding of the
importance of the education principles and policies. Advocacy and awareness
framework stresses the need to;
•
•
•

Establish an advocacy and awareness system that promotes DoE policies
and plans through Educational ICT Programs and activities.
Establish an advocacy and awareness system to promote community
participation, ownership and sustainability to support ICT programs.
Strengthen the review process on advocacy and awareness through
monitoring and evaluation.

h. Relationships with Media and ICT Providers
The ICT and Media Framework is essential for quality production and an effective
delivery and access system, therefore CDAD through the Media Centre will;
•
•
•

Affiliate with international and national ICT Organizations.
Participate and organize seminars, symposiums and workshops on ICT
nature to share experiences.
Establish a network between ICT international and national Media
Organizations with a mutual understanding.

i. DoE Broadcasting System
The Education ICT Broadcast Framework is a need and therefore CDAD through the
Media Centre will;
•
•

Establish a DoE broadcasting and communication system.
Establish a network with other Government entities for ICT.

j. Monitoring and Evaluation
NEMP Monitoring and Evaluation Framework will have activities that are associated
with the Education Media program. The Framework will have monitoring and
evaluation systems and mechanisms consistent with the existing DoE plans and
policies. It is therefore critical that DoE establishes a monitoring and evaluation
framework.
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3. NEMP Strategic Plan Framework Strategy and Activities.
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Framework

1. Establish Management System

Strategy
1-1. NEMP management system.
Establish in all levels NEMP management and implementation committees in line with the existing boards
and committees.

Direction
Establish an effective and efficient DoE Media management
system for the implementation of all education media plans,
programs and activities to ensure ownership, harmony and
sustainability across all sectors.

1-2. Processes and systems of management
Put in place specific processes and systems for the management, planning, implementation, monitoring &
evaluation of all activities.

Activities
1-1. NEMP management system.
a. Develop TOR for the following management and
implementation committees:

Detail activities / Remarks
Steering / management committees
1.DoE level;
1-1 Board of Directors of ICT & Media.
1-2 NEMP Steering committee
1-3 Sub committees
EQUITV management
ICT & Media production committee
NEMP monitoring & evaluation committee
2. Province
2-1 Provincial ICT & Media Steering Committee
3. District level
ICT & Media management committee at district level
4. School level
Established ICT & Media management committee at
school level

DoE level; Board of Directors , NEMP Steering committee, Sub
committees
Provincial Level: Province and school committees
b. Establish NEMP steering / management committee in all
levels.
c. Facilitate plan for the training package of Education Media
Program management

1-3. Ownership and sustainability
Create an awareness mechanism that advocates ownership, partnership and coordination and collaboration
among stakeholders and development partners to ensure there is a degree of sustainability.
Target
DoE, PDoE, LLG and
schools and institutions

Division in charge
Leading: CDAD
Support: PPR, TED,
S&G,
PDoE , LLG, Schools

1-3 c. Management package, guide lines, manuals
1-2. Processes and systems for management
a. Develop specific processes and systems for management,
planning, implementation, monitoring & evaluation of all activities
b. Train the stakeholders on the processes and systems for
management.
1-3. Ownership and sustainability
a. Develop management package that emphasizes ownership,

a. Plans developed will be coordinated with existing
plans such as National Education Plan and Provincial
Education Plan.
b. Staff and budget allocation
School Media ICT Plan must be collaborated with
SLIP Plan.
a. Develop systems and plan
• Develop package / system
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All levels of NEMP
Steering /
Management
committees

All levels of NEMP
Steering /

Leading Division : CDAD
Support Division: SGD
Provincial Education
Division

partnership and coordination, collaboration and sustainability.
b. Train management committee members on ownership,
partnership and coordination, collaboration and sustainability.

•
•
•
•

Ownership plan
Coordination plan
Network plan, system
Sustainable plan
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Management
committees

Framework

2. Capacity Development

Direction
Increase the capacity of the DoE at the following levels,
individuals, organizations and institutions in human resources,
facilities and systems to effectively implement the Education
Media Program throughout the education system.
Activities
2-1. Institutional framework
a. Develop an Institutional framework for the Education Media
Program throughout the education system.

2-2. Organization, systems and mechanism
a. Develop the Education Media Program systems and
mechanism for all Education Media activities
b. Restructure and establish organizations to achieve the NEMP
objectives and goals.

Strategy
2-1. Institutional framework
Put in place an Institutional framework that supports and manage the effective implementation of the
Education Media Program throughout the education system.
2-2. Organization, systems and mechanism
Set up systems and mechanism for Education Media
2-3. Human resource development
a. Identify or design appropriate training for Education Media Personnel at all levels
b. Upgrade qualifications for Education Media Personnel
Detail activities / Remarks
To develop plan for institutional framework, for
example necessary NEMP related polices and plans.

b-1. to develop system and mechanism for Improve
capacity of the NEMP activities such as planning,
production, distribution, expansion, training (Pre &
in-service), Monitoring and

Target
Target group
CDAD, PPR, TED, S&G,
Schools, PDoE, DoE,
LLG,

Division in charge
Leading: DAD
CDAD, PPR, TED, S&G,
Schools, PDoE, DoE,
LLG,

Target group
CDAD, PPR, TED, I&G,
Schools, PDoE, DoE,
LLG,
Target group
DoE

CDAD, PPR, TED, I&G,
PDoE,

b-2 to establish an ICT wing /division, ICT centre,
education TV station, etc

c. Develop plans for expansion and upgrading facilities and
equipment
2-4. Human resource development
a. Identify training needs for all Education Media Personnel
b. Develop training plan for all Education Media Personnel.

Plan for Education Media training of all Education
Media Personnel

c. Provide training for all Education Media Personnel.
d. Provide opportunity for all Education Media Personnel to
upgrade their qualifications to the next level
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Target group
CDAD, PPR, TED, I&G,
Schools, PDoE, DoE,
LLG,

CDAD, TED, I&G, HROD

Framework

3. Design and Develop Educational ICT
Programs
Direction
Design, develop and produce and provide relevant Educational
ICT Programs at all levels.

Strategy
3-1. Establish ICT network
Establish a network with other ICT institutions or organization
3-2. Educational ICT Program development and mechanism
Create a mechanism for the development of relevant Educational ICT programs at all levels
3-3. ICT communication system
Establish an ICT communication system to access educational materials or information and feedbacks
3-4 Monitoring and evaluation of awareness activities
Strengthen the review process on educational ICT programs through monitoring and evaluation
3-5 Increase men power
Increase and maintain qualify personal
3-6 Training
Provide appropriate training on specific areas on a regular bases

Activities
3-1 Establish ICT network
a. Establish a network with ICT institutions or organization locally
and internationally.
b. Adapt suitable and appropriate examples from well known ICT
organizations through study tours, workshops, training,
conference and seminars

3-2.Educational ICT Program
a. Develop a mechanism for Educational ICT programs

Detail activities / Remarks
NEMC personnel to affiliate with international and
PNG ICT organization

Target Audience
NEMC & ICT personnel

Division in charge
Leading Division : CDAD
Support Division: PPR

NEMC & ICT personnel

Leading Division : CDAD
Support Division: PPR

NEMC & ICT personnel

Leading Division : CDAD
Support Division: PPR

Develop production process
Develop guidelines and manuals,

b. Develop plans for production of Educational ICT Program
c. Conduct monitoring and evaluation for ICT programs

3-3 ICT communication system
a. Develop system for easy access to educational resource
materials, information and communication.
b. Develop a mechanism for feedbacks through ICT

Short and Long term plan including production,
identify needs program
Staff allocation
Access of educational resource materials,
information and feedback
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3-4 Monitoring and evaluation of awareness activities
a. Develop plan for monitoring & evaluation of educational ICT
awareness programs.

As part of the 4-2 Educational ICT Program
development process

NEMC & ICT personnel

Leading Division : CDAD
Support Division: PPR

NEMC & ICT personnel

CDAD, HROD

NEMC & ICT personnel

CDAD, HROD

b. Develop Review Plans (RP) on advocacy and awareness
3-5 Increase capacity of NEMC personnel
a. Identify absorptive capacity of personnel for NEMC
b. Develop production plan with staff allocation

Identify future positions according to workload

c. Develop recruitment plan to increase staffing
d. Provide attractive employment conduction to maintain
qualified and skilled personnel
3-6Training
a. Develop training plan
b. Establish training system absorptive capacity

Identify training needs on specific areas.
Provide training
Reporting, in-servicing
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Framework

4. Delivery and Access of Educational ICT
Programs
Directions
Ensure that accessibility of Educational ICT Programs is
available through a variety of delivery modes (or transmit and
broadcast) in urban and rural areas in PNG. This will be made
possible through the acquisition and installation of ICT facilities
and equipment. This will be a shared responsibility of all
stakeholders and partners.

Strategy
4-1 Establish accessibility
Design and establish delivery and access system of educational ICT programs.
4-2 Acquisition and installation of ICT
Establish an acquisition and installation system or mechanism of ICT facilities and equipment.
4-3 Establish schools support system
Establish schools support system to improve access of Educational ICT programs
4-4 Expansion of delivery and access
Expansion of delivery and access to Educational ICT programs.
4-5 Shared responsibility
Establish a shared responsibility mechanism to implement the acquisition and installation of ICT facilities and
equipment

Activities
4-1 Establish accessibility
a. Establish the delivery and access ICT system in Education
• Conduct a analysis survey to identify appropriate
delivery and access system
• Conduct an external research for the appropriate
delivery and access system
• Consult ICT related agencies on the delivery and access
system

Detail activities / Remarks
Study tour for other countries, other institution,
company
Include feasibility study for new system if required in
line with the plan
and conduct trial for new system
identify and develop a plan on the appropriate
variety of delivery modes and packages
Materials for CD, DVD, Resource Materials

b. Develop an ICT implementation plan on delivery and access
c. Develop an implantation plan for the delivery of resource
materials and program packages.

Establish national education ICT Centre
Education TV Station
Communication network in education
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Target
NEMC & ICT personnel,

Division in charge
CDAD, PPR,

4-2.Acquisition and installation of ICT
a. Identify ICT facilities and equipment for procurement
b. Establish an acquisition system or mechanism of ICT
facilities and equipment

Develop acquisition system or mechanism guide line,
manual at all level

c.

Develop installation guide line, manual including
installation data.
Develop training manual for installation
Establish service team at all level
Training for service team

Develop mechanism for installation of ICT facilities and
equipment

4-3 Establish schools support system
a. Develop a schools support system
Establish service team at all level
Formulate service team network
Develop a plan on training and packages for service team
and teachers
Conduct training.
Establish network with TVET, other technical organizations
and supplier.
Develop help desk system
Develop network DoE between Provinces, Districts and
schools

CDAD, PROVINCE

CDAD, PROVINCE

Schools, teachers,
instructors, NEMC & ICT
Personnel

CDAD, TED, PPR,
TVET

NEMC & ICT Personnel

CDAD, TED, PPR,
TVET

Schools, teachers,
instructors, NEMC & ICT
Personnel, PDoE, Districts

CDAD, TED, PPR,
TVET

Installation and maintenance support system by
service team and technician in provinces.
Training system by service team
Including private and government
Help desk guideline, network, database

b. Develop awareness packages for the schools support
system
4-4 Expansion of delivery and access
a. Develop an expansion plan of delivery and access at all
levels
b. Carry out expansion activities
c. Conduct monitoring and Evaluation
4-5.Shared responsibility
Develop plan for shared responsibility mechanism to implement
the acquisition and installation of ICT facilities and equipment

Study tours for model areas
Conference and seminars
Awareness activities
Develop and implement awareness packages
Conduct forum for shared responsibility
Training for role and responsibility
Training of how stakeholders can procure and
installation
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Framework

5. Promote the Use of ICT in Education
Direction
Promote and expand the use of an appropriate and effective
Educational ICT programs and systems as a tool for teaching
and learning in all institutions at the national, provincial and
institutional levels including inclusive education institutions.

Activities
5-1 Identify Use of ICT
a. Conduct a need analysis survey for the use of ICT in
education

Strategy
5-1 Identify Use of ICT
Identify and design appropriate use of ICT in education
5-2 Establish training system
Establish training system on the use of Educational ICT programs
5-3 Create awareness
Create awareness on the use of ICT
5-4 Monitoring and Evaluation
Establish monitoring and evaluation system on the utilization of Educational ICT programs
Detail activities / Remarks
Target
Division in charge
ICT organizations and
CDAD, PPR,
Including needs survey
institutions, schools,
NEMC & ICT personnel

b. Conduct external research on the use of ICT and consult ICT
related agencies on the use and delivery mode of ICT

Overseas study tour, consultant with PNG ICT provider

c. Develop an ICT implementation plan for education

Including feasibility study for new system if required
and conduct trial for new system such as ICT network

5-2 Establish training system
a. Develop Training system for use of Educational ICT
programs

1.Pre-service training system
a. Develop Education Media Pre-service training
system

ICT organizations and
institutions, schools,
NEMC & ICT personnel

CDAD, PPR, HROD &
TED

ICT organizations and
institutions, schools,
NEMC & ICT personnel

CDAD & PPR,

ICT organizations and
institutions, schools,
NEMC & ICT personnel

CDAD, PPR, & SGD

2. In-service training system
a. Develop Education Media in-service training system
–packages, curriculum

5-3 Create awareness
a. Develop awareness plan and packages for use of ICT

3. Training of Trainer system
Refer to objective # 7 Advocacy

b. Conduct awareness on the use of ICT.
5-4 Monitoring and Evaluation
a. Develop monitoring and evaluation system on the utilization of
Educational ICT programs
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Framework

6. Quality Production and Archiving
Direction
Establish an effective management system and appropriate
equipment and facilities for the production and archiving of
education media resource materials in print and electronic format
for teachers, students, communities, partners and stakeholders.

Strategy
6-1.Management of production and archiving
Establish an effective management system of production and archiving
6-2.Management of equipment and facilities
Establish an effective management system and appropriate equipment and facilities for production and
archiving
6-3.Expansion of Educational ICT facilities
Procure, maintain, improve and expand equipment and facilities for the development of ICT programs.

Activities
6-1.Management of production and archiving
a. Develop a management package of production and archiving
operation

6-4.Training on production and archiving
Provision of appropriate training on production and archiving
Detail activities / Remarks
Target
NEMC, ICT, OLA, PDoE,
Production and archiving operation management & Schools
packages

b. Conduct training on management package
6-2.Management of Equipment and facilities
a. Develop a management package of
Equipment and facilities for production and archiving

Production and archiving equipment
packages

management

b. Conduct training on management package for equipment and
facilities
6-3. Expansion of equipment and facilities

Division in charge
CDAD, OLA & TED

NEMC, ICT, OLA, PDoE,
& Schools

CDAD, OLA & TED

NEMC, ICT, OLA, PDoE,
& Schools

CDAD, OLA & TED

NEMC, ICT, OLA, PDoE,
& Schools

CDAD, OLA & TED

a. Identify appropriate facilities, equipment and system.
b. Develop expansion plan for facilities and equipment for
production and archiving.
c. Acquire appropriate facilities and equipment for education
media
6-4.Training on production and archiving
a. Develop and design a training plan on production and
archiving.

Plan for expansion equipment and facility for
production and archiving.
Including procurement, maintain, upgrade and expand
facilities for production and archiving

Plan for production and archiving operation and
management

b. Implement a training plan on production and archiving through
provision of appropriate training
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Framework

7. Advocacy and Awareness

Strategy
7-1.Awareness system on DoE Policies and Plans
Establish advocacy and awareness system to promote DoE policies and plans through Educational ICT
Programs and activities.

Directions
Advocate and conduct awareness at all levels to promote DoE
policies and plans through Educational ICT Programs and activities
that enhance community participation, ownership and sustainability.

7-2.Awareness system for community participation
Establish advocacy and awareness system to promote community participation, ownership and
sustainability to support ICT programs

Activities
7-1.Awareness system on DoE Policies and Plans
a. Develop plans for advocacy and awareness to promote DoE
policies and plans through Educational ICT Programs and activities.

7-3. Monitoring and evaluation of awareness activities
Strengthen the review process on advocacy and awareness plans through monitoring and evaluation
Detail activities / Remarks
Target
Division in charge
All NEMP Stakeholders
CDAD, PPR, TED,
Identify Mode and delivery for advocacy and
SGD
awareness packages to promote DoE policy & Plan

b. Develop packages for advocacy and awareness
c. Establish a delivery system for advocacy and awareness
packages
d. Conduct training for delivery of advocacy and awareness
packages
7-2.Awareness system for community participation
a. Develop plans for advocacy and awareness to promote
community participation, ownership and sustainability to support ICT
programs

Production of packages for advocacy and
awareness
Develop delivery awareness plan

Develop training package and implement training.
All NEMP Stakeholders

CDAD, PPR, TED,
SGD

PDoE, schools,
community

CDAD, PPR, TED,
SGD

Develop specific awareness package for
targeting politician, business houses and all stake
holders.

b. Develop packages for advocacy and awareness
c. Establish a delivery system for advocacy and awareness
packages
d. Conduct training for delivery of advocacy and awareness
packages
7-3. Monitoring and evaluation of awareness activities
a. Develop a plan for monitoring and evaluation of awareness
activities
b. Review advocacy and awareness plans
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Framework

8. Relationships with Media and ICT
Providers
Directions
Establish a mutual understanding with other media and ICT
providers to support and strengthen the delivery of education
services to the school and the communities.

Activities
8-1 ICT Organizations affiliation
a. Identify and affiliate with appropriate international and national
ICT Organizations

Strategy
8-1 ICT Organizations affiliation
Affiliate with international and national ICT Organizations
8-2 Participatory in ICT activities
Participate and organize seminars, symposium, workshop of the ICT to share the experience
8-3 Establish network
Establish network between ICT organization international and national Media Organizations with mutual
understanding
Detail activities / Remarks
Affiliation with appropriate international and national
ICT Organizations

8-2 Participatory in ICT activities
a. Develop plan for participate in ICT activities
b. Organize seminars, symposium, workshop of the ICT
c.

Division in charge
CDAD, PPR

ICT organization &
institutions, NEMC &
ICT personnel

CDAD, PPR

ICT organization &
institutions, NEMC &
ICT personnel

CDAD, PPR

Participation in ICT activities

Adapt new innovation to PNG system

8-3 Establish network
Establish network between ICT organization international and
national Media Organizations with mutual understanding
a. Affiliate the active member of the organization
b. Participate in ICT activities
c.

Target
ICT organization &
institutions, NEMC &
ICT personnel

Participate International and PNG activities regularly

Establish constant regular communication

d. Develop contract with ICT organization
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Framework

9. Establishment of a DoE Broadcasting
System
Directions
Pursue with appropriate government authorities and agencies the
establishment of a broadcasting and communication system in the
Ministry of Education and DoE to improve delivery of education
services.
Activities

Strategy
9-1 DoE broadcast system
Establish DoE broadcasting and communication system
9-2 Network with Government entity
Establish network with other Government entity for ICT

Detail activities / Remarks

9-1 DoE broadcast system
a. Conduct feasibility study for broadcasting system

Conduct an external research for appropriate
delivery system
Conduct consultation on the broadcast system with
ICT related agencies

9-2 Network with Government entity
a. Develop network with Government entity

Conduct meeting with Government entity
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Target
ICT and Media
organization &
institutions, NEMC &
ICT personnel

Division in charge
CDAD, PPR

Framework

10. Conduct Monitoring and Evaluation
Directions
Monitor, evaluate and report on Education Media Program. The
lessons learnt from the study will assist with the improvement of the
Education Media Program.
Activities
10-1 Establish monitoring & evaluation framework
a. Establish NEMP monitoring & evaluation committee
b. Develop NEMP monitoring & evaluation framework
c.

Facilitate monitoring & evaluation

d. Review and improve activities and plans for NEMP

10-2 Utilizing monitoring & evaluation data and report
a. Develop improvement system for using monitoring & evaluation
data and report in part of framework.

Strategy
10-1 Establish monitoring & evaluation framework
Establish monitoring & evaluation framework
10-2 Utilizing monitoring & evaluation data and report to better implantation
Utilizing monitoring & evaluation data and report to better implantation

Detail activities / Remarks
Frame work:
Develop Outcomes, Targets, timeframe of the
activities of NEMP
Develop monitoring & evaluation plan
Develop monitoring & evaluation tools and
instruments
Reporting to the authorities of NEMP
Conduct NEMP conference / seminar
Monitoring, evaluating and reporting
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Target
PDoE, Schools,
Community,

Division in charge
CDAD, PPR, SGD

PDoE, Schools,
Community,

CDAD, PPR, SGD

4. NEMP Strategic Plan Implementation Schedule
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Planning

Activities
1 Establish Management System
1-1. NEMP management system.
1-2. Processes and systems of management
1-3. Ownership and sustainability
1.4. Management System Review

2010

2011

2012

Implementation

2013

2. Capacity Development
2-1. Put in place an Institutional framework
2-2. Set up systems and mechanism for
Education Media
2-3. Human resource development
2-4. Implementation of Capacity Development
2.5. Capacity Development Review
3. Design and Develop Educational ICT
Programs
3-1. Establish ICT network
3-2 Create a mechanism for the development
ICT Program
3-3. Establish ICT communication system
3-4 Monitoring and evaluation of awareness
activities
3-5 Increase and maintain qualified personal
3-6 Provide appropriate training
3.7. ICT Program Review
4. Delivery and Access of Educational ICT
Programs
4-1 Establish accessibility
4-2 Establish acquisition and installation of ICT
system
4-3 Establish schools support system
4-4 Expansion of delivery and access
4-5 Advocacy of shared responsibility
4.6. Delivery and Access of Educational ICT
Programs Review
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2014

2015

Review activities

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Activities
5. Promote the Use of ICT in Education
5-1 Identify and design appropriate use of ICT in
education
5-2 Establish training system on the use of ICT
5-3 Create awareness on the use of ICT
5-4 Establish monitoring and evaluation system
on the utilization of Educational ICT programs
5.5 Use of ICT in Education Review

2010

2011

2012

2013

6. Quality Production and Archiving
6-1.Establish management system of production
and archiving
6-2.Establish management system of equipment
and facilities
6-3.Expansion of Educational ICT facilities
6-4. Provision of training on production and
archiving
6-5. Production and Archiving Review
7. Advocacy and Awareness
7-1 Establish awareness system on DoE Policies
and Plans
7-2 Establish awareness system for community
participation
7-3. Conduct monitoring and evaluation of
awareness activities
7.4. Advocacy and Awareness Review
8. Relationships with Media and ICT
Providers
8-1 Affiliate with international and national ICT
Organizations
8-2 Participate and organize ICT activities
8-3 Establish network between ICT organization
8-4 Relationships with Media and ICT Providers
review
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2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Activities
9. Establishment of a DoE Broadcasting
System
9-1
Establish
DoE
broadcasting
and
communication system
9-2 Establish network with other Government
entity for ICT
9-3 DoE Broadcasting System review

2010

2011

2012

2013

10. Conduct monitoring & evaluation
10-1 Establish monitoring & evaluation
framework
10-2 Utilizing monitoring & evaluation data and
report for better implementation
10.3 Monitoring & evaluation review
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2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

5. Conclusion
This Strategic Plan (SP) is designed to ensure that the National Education Media Policy (NEMP) is
purposefully implemented. The specific key factors have been identified and are expounded for the
key stakeholders to systematically execute Education Media Programs.
This plan emphasizes the importance of training, collaboration, networking, sharing of information &
experiences, facilities and resources among key players, stakeholders and program personnel in
the effective implementation and management of a program or activity.
Monitoring and Evaluation plays a significant part in the implementation phase of the NEMP. This
will form the basis for necessary changes and improvements.
Each key factor and their specific activities are scheduled in the roadmap to be reviewed
periodically.
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6. Glossary
6.1 Education Media
The use and application of electronic Media and ICT including radio, television, computer, internet,
video conferencing, teleconferencing, print materials, audio visual materials and multi-media
materials for educational purposes. Learning through distance mode and through these means is
part of Education Media.
6.2 Education Media Program
A program that covers all educational media projects, programs and activities such as management,
production, development, training, planning, installation, monitoring and evaluation of educational
activities to achieve the goals of the policy.
6.3 Information Communication Technology (ICT)
ICT refers to communication facilities and computers as well as latest digital technologies and
software used to create, store, transmit, communicate, interpret and manipulate information in
various formats (i.e, radio, TV, digital camera, projector, internet).
6.4 Educational ICT Program
Educational resource materials produced, stored and delivered in various ICT forms. There are
three types of Educational ICT program and these are Teaching & Learning Program, Training
Program and General Information Program including awareness and Education News Program.
6.5 Instructional Educational ICT Program
One of the types of an educational ICT program designed to provide a step by step instruction to
achieve a specific outcome.
6.6 Educational Media Awareness Program
A program designed, produced and used specifically to promote public awareness on DoE policies,
programs and projects to encourage community participation, support, sustainability and
ownership.
6.7 Electronic Media
The use of electronics by the user or audience to access information. The common electronic media
sources familiar to the general public are better known as video recordings, audio recordings,
multimedia presentations, slide presentations and CD-ROM. The equipment used in the electronic
communication process includes radio, television, telephone, mobile phones, desktop computer
and other handheld devices.
6.8 Multimedia
Multimedia is variety of educational media programs in multiple content forms (text, audio, video
and graphics) digitized and stored in CD-ROM or DVD –ROM and links to the Internet.
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